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Connnercial mating services will, for a fee, reconnnend to a dairyman 
A.I. sires he should use to breed his cows. Normally, one or two bulls are 
suggested specifically for each cow. These services are designed to assist 
a dairyman in making better use of the genetic material available to him. 
They provide an evaluation of his cows and reconnnend mating sires expected 
to produce the most profitable offspring. The success of these services has 
not been documented; however, they have some benefits. This guideline will 
describe several service programs and characteristics which may be profitable 
to you. 

The five most prevalent mating services available to dairymen in Virginia 
include Select Mating Service (SMS) from Select Sires, Genetic Mating Service 
(GMS) from American Breeder's Service, Matchmaker from Curtiss Breeding Indus
tries (MATCHMAKER)., Genetic Evaluation and Management (GEM) from Holstein
Friesian Association of America, and Animal Analysis Associates (aAa) from 
Bill Weeks' organization. We will sketch the operating procedure of each 
system. Costs vary from $0.50 to $3.00 per cow. · 

SMS A trained consultant visits the herd and evaluates the strengths 
and weaknesses of the conformation of each cow. The consultant notes the 
production of the cow as well as her sire~ age, disposition, milking speed, 
and official classification information if available. He also discusses with 
the dairyman his goals. Then the SMS representative returns to the dairyman 
a first and second recommendation for a mating sire for each cow as well as 
pedigree and genetic information on each bull. A cow is usually evaluated 
only once during her life, though a new sire may be recommended each year. 
The cost is variable, depending on herd size and the number of cows previously 
evaluated. The SMS consultant makes the recommendations. 

GMS A trained consultant visits the .herd and classifies each cow on 
several traits according to the GMS system of scoring. He also records each 
cow's sire, her production and lactation number. Then, with the dairyman, he 
fills out a herd profile, including options to disregard bulls priced too 
high, eliminate bulls with low repeatabilities and low predicted differences 
for production and type. Other options are also available. 
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All information is forwarded to the ABS off ice where a computer selects 
two mating sires for each cow, prints the recommendation for the dairyman, 
and reserves for six months about two units of semen for the dairyman for 
each cow. The computer attempts to match cows and sires to correct major 
faults in udder, feet, and leg problems. The cost varies with herd size. 
The use of a computer to make recommendations differs from the other systems. 

IVlt\,-C::t-llVlt\K.ER A trained consultant visits the herd and scores each 
,~ow on eleven conformation traits. Then, in accordance with the dairyman's 
production and type standards, the consultant makes mating reconunendations 
before leaving the farm. This is a difference from the other programs. 
The cost is on a per-cow basis with a minimum fee for each herd visit. 

GEM The operating procedures are very similar to the other services. 
The evaluator is the regional Holstein Program Consultant, and he uses the 
official HFA classification records to help choose sires for the cows. The 
cost is an hourly rate. GEM differs from the other programs in that the 
consultant will recommend bulls from any A.I. organization. He operates 
the GEM Service as a part of his total responsibilities. 

a A a This program also is operated independently of any A.I. 
organization and is quite different from SMS, GMS, Matchmaker;, and GEM. 
aAa has categorized the conformation of an animal into parts numbered one 
through six. Each bull is assigned a six-digit code which from left to 
right describes the type component he is most likely to improve in his 
offspring. Cows are also assigned six-digit codes, each describing from 
left to right the part of the cow needing the most improvement. Therefore, 
a cow coded 152643 is mostly in need of more dairyness-of the front end (1) 
and least needs more width of rump and set to the legs (3). The aAa repre
sentative assigns this score to the cow, instructing the dairyman to breed 
her to a bull coded identically (152643) to balance the cow's weaknesses. 
The cost is per code digit. Some dairymen elect to receive only two or 
three codes per cow. 

An advantage of the aAa program is that bulls from several A.I. 
organizations can be used. Disadvantages are that the system does not deal 
directly with production and does not take into consideration which type 
traits are most heritable (See Dairy Guideline 86). Bulls are subjectively 
coded according to conformation and pedigree, though they may be adjusted 
according to the performance of their daughters. The inheritance of several 
traits grouped together in a code has not been substantiated by research . 
The dairyman must still choose among bulls with similar codes . For instance, 
bulls ideal for our example cow may differ widely in predicted differences, 
even in type. 
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Examples of bulls with similar codes but different predicted differences. 

Sire aAa Code PDM PD% PDT 

Elevation 152643 +1493 -0.03 +2.38 

Al 152643 + 707 -0.06 -0.15 

Loren 152634 + 772 +o.09 -1.33 

* * * * * * 

Other commercial mating service programs are available, but these are 
the most prevalent in Virginia. Participation in these plans can have 
several benefits for a dairyman. 

1. They promote the use of genetically superior A.I. bulls. 

2. The dairyman, with the help of an experienced evaluator, critically 
evaluates his cows on a regular · basis. 

3. The dairyman plans his breeding program a year in advance. 

4 . The program representative often knows more than the dairyman about 
the strengths and weaknesses of specific A.I. sires. 

These programs, however, also have some disadvantages, depending on the 
preferences of the individual dairyman. 

1. A dairyman pays for opinions. The observation and experience of 
the evaluator will, for better or worse, influence his choices of 
bulls. He may also be restricted t o bulls of one stud. 

2. Although research shows that corrective mating works generally, 
there is no evidence that the income derived from participating in 
a commercial mating program will pay for its cost. If a dairyman 
will evaluate his herd on a regular basis and choose bulls according 
to his goals, a commercial system may not be a profitable investment. 

Genetic improvement in a herd over time depends on the average effect 
of the genes (semen) inserted into that herd . Setting herd goals should take 
precedence, and mating individual cows should generally be a second-stage 
decision after the sires have been selected for that herd. A dairyman should 
always know the average predicted differences for production and type for 
sires he is using or plans to use in his herd. This will assure him that his 
breeding program will improve his herd in the direction that he wishes. 
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The information contained in this publication pertaining to connnercial services 
implies no endorsement by the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service. 

Virginia Cooperative Extension Service programs, activities, and employment opportunities are 
available to all people regardless of race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin, handicap, 
or political affiliation. AN EQUAL OPPCRTUNITY/AFFTRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 

Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension work, Acts of May 8 and June 30, 1914, auci Septem
ber 30, 1977, in cooperation with the U. S. De-partment of Agriculture. W.R. Van Dresser, Dean, 
Extension Division, Cooperative Extension Service, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061; M. C. Harding, Sr., Administrator, 1890 Extension Pro
gram, Virgini.a State University, Petersburg, Virginia 23803. 
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